Special Note to Bible Land Tour Members

Many of the articles in this list pertain to places we have visited on our tours. I suggest that you look through the list, select articles, and read as many of them as you can. Many of these articles will contain out-of-date information, but they will provide the status of knowledge at the time they were written. If you don’t subscribe to National Geographic you should be able to locate the magazines at your local library. (Ferrell Jenkins, 12/09/04).

National Geographic Magazine — Sept., 1903 – Dec., 2004

Articles of Interest to the Student of Biblical Geography, Archaeology, and Middle Eastern History.

May ’07 – Rock City of Petra, by Franklin E. Hoskins.
Nov. ’08 – Ruined Cities of Asia Minor, By Ernest L. Harris.
Jan. ’09 – Buried Cities of Asia Minor, by Ernest L. Harris.
Dec. ’09 – Route Over Which Moses Led the Children of Israel out of Egypt, by F. E. Hoskins.
Sept. ’13 – Sacred Ibis Cemetery and Jackal Catacombs, by Camden M. Cobern.
Aug. ’28 – Archaeology, the Mirror of the Ages: Our Debt to the Humble Delvers in the Ruins of Carchemish and of Ur, by Leonard C. Wooley.
Oct. ’30 – New Alphabet of the Ancients is Unearthed, by Claude Schaeffer. [Ras Shamra, Ugarit].
July ’33 – Secrets from Syrian Hills, by Claude Schaeffer.
Feb. ’35 – Rose-Red City of Rock (Petra, Trans-Jordan), by G. E. Matson.
Feb. ’44 – On the Trail of King Solomon’s Mines, by Nelson Glueck. (Some of Glueck’s views were modified later. See The Other Side of the Jordan, 1970 ed. pp. 111ff.)
Dec. ’48 – Sinai Sheds New Light on the Bible, by Henry Field. (Includes St. Catherine’s Monastery.)
Dec. ’54 – Crusader Lands Revisited, by Harold Lamb.
April ’59 – Jerusalem, the Divided City, by John Scofield.
Dec. ’63 – Conquest of the Holy City (First Crusade), by Franc Shor.
Jan. ’64 – Island of Faith in the Sinai Wilderness (Saint Catherine’s Monastery), by George Forsyth.
Dec. ’64 – The Other Side of Jordan, by Luis Marden.
Aug. ’65 – Journey into the Great Rift, by Helen and Frank Schreider.
Dec. ’66 – Abraham, the Friend of God, by Kenneth MacLeish.
Sept. ’70 – Our Life on a Border Kibbutz, by Carol & Al Abrams.
July ’72 – MAP: The Peoples of the Middle East.
Apr. ’74 – Damascus, Syria’s Uneasy Eden, by Robert Azzi.
Jan. ’76 – In Search of Moses, by Harvey Arden.
Mar. ’77 – Egypt: Two Perspectives, by Alice Hall.
Feb. ’78 – The Living Dead Sea, by Harvey Arden.
Sept. ’78 – MAP: Middle East, Eastern Mediterranean, Early Civilizations of the Middle East.
April ’82 – Eternal Sinai, by Harvey Arden.
Dec. ’82 – Lost Outpost of the Egyptian Empire (at Gaza), by Trude Dothan.
April ’83 – This Year in Jerusalem, by Joseph Judge.
July ’85 – Israel: Searching for the Center, by Priti J. Vesilind.
Feb. ’87 – Herod’s City on the Sea (Caesarea Maritima), by Robert L. Hohlfelder.
Feb. ’91 – The Middle East [map].
April ’91 – Ramses the Great, by Rick Gore.
April ’91 – Computer Rebuilds the Ancient Sphinx, by Mark Lehner.
May ’91 – Iraq: Crucible of Civilization, by Merle Severy.
June ’92 – Who Are the Palestinians, by Tad Szule.
May ’93 – The Middle East’s Water, by Priti J. Vesilind.
May ’94 – Turkey Struggles for Balance, by Thomas B. Allen.
Nov. ’94 – When the Greeks Went West, by Rick Gore.
Jan. ’95 – Age of Pyramids: Egypt’s Old Kingdom, by David Roberts; Egypt’s Nile Valley [map].
June ’95 – Living in the Shadow of Peace: Israel’s Galilee, by Don Belt.
Rich Cleave, who is doing the computer imaging, is a friend of mine (FJ).
April ’96 – The Three Faces of Jerusalem, by Alan Mairson [map].
July ’96 – Syria Behind the Mask, by Peter Theroux.
Sept. ’96 – Searching for the Scythians [Col. 3:11], by Mike Edwards; Gaza, by Alexandra Avakian.
July ’97 – The Power and the Glory of the Roman Empire, by T. R. Reid [map].
Oct. ’99 – Valley of the Mummies, by Donovan Webster. [Western desert of Egypt].
Jun. ’00 – The Key to Peace? [Israel: Golan Heights].
Jan. ’01 – Ashkelon: Ancient City of the Sea, by Rick Gore.
April ’01 – Pharaohs of the Sun, by Rick Gore. [Akhenaten, Amenhotep IV, Amarna. Map].
Sept. ’01 – Egypt’s Hidden Tombs Revealed, by Zahi Hawass. [Egypt’s western desert].
Dec. ’01 – Abraham: Journey of Faith, by Tad Szulc.
Mar. ’02 – Golden Age Treasures, by George F. Bass. [Greek shipwreck off Turkish coast, 400 B.C.].
Oct. ’02 – Death on the Nile, by A. R. Williams. [Saqqara].
Oct. ’02 – A Pharaoh’s Peace Maker, by Alain Zivie. [Saqqara].
May ’03 – Egypt Special Issue
Oct. ’03 – Beyond the Looting [Iraq, Babylon, Nineveh, et al.], by Andrew Lawler.
Nov. ’03 – Mystery of the Sun God’s Servants, by Alain Zivie. [Akhenaten].
Oct. ’04 – Who Were the Phoenicians?, by Rick Gore. {Tyre, purple, Sea Merchants}.
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